NUANCES neutral density mineral glass filters introduces an innovative technology of filter making: a nano metallic alloy is applied on both side of a highly resistant tempered Schott Glass B270, renown for its high transmittance and low reflection. The result is a stunning neutrality, completely free of infrared pollution.

Find out our news and our full range of products on: www.cokin.com
AVAILABLE IN FOUR SIZES

Filter-holders let you access to the most complete and creative filter system in the world. Filter-holders attach to the lens with an adaptor ring. They can receive up to three filters to combine effects and obtain the perfect image as you shoot.

FOR ALL LENSES

Available in the most popular diameters, adaptor rings are economical as they allow to adapt your filters on lenses of different diameters: the adaptor ring is the only part to replace. Your filter-holder and filters remain the same.

ENDLESS COMBINATIONS

Filters can be combined to create effects as you shoot, avoiding hours of post-production. Almost a hundred effects are available, from technical to creative.

FILTER-HOLDERS

ADAPTOR RINGS

FILTERS

• Recommended for: Hybrid, Bridge with Micro 4/3 sensor or compact with a front thread.
  Filter width: 67mm

• Recommended for: Hybrid, SLR or APS-C D-SLR with a standard or kit lens (e.g. B-E1).
  Filter width: 84mm

• Recommended for: APS-C or Full Frame D-SLR with a wide-angle lens from Ø72mm.
  Filter width: 100mm

• Recommended for: Full Frame or Medium Format or lens with built-in hood (e.g. Nikkor 14-24 f/2.8).
  Filter width: 130mm